This paper presents a learning and inference mechanism for unsupervised learning of semantic concepts from purely syntactical examples of design optimization formulation data. Symbolic design formulation is a tough problem from computational and cognitive perspectives, requiring domain and mathematical expertise. By conceptualizing the learning problem as a statistical pattern extraction problem, the algorithm uses previous design experiences to learn design concepts. It then extracts this learnt knowledge for use with new problems. The algorithm is knowledge-lean, needing only the mathematical syntax of the problem as input, and generalizes quickly over a very small training data set. We demonstrate and evaluate the method on a class of hydraulic cylinder design problems.
human short term memory, with the number of dimensions exceeding human visualization capacities; the problem definition and the design model both change dynamically as the designer's understanding of the problem develops, i.e. the learning and doing of the problem develop together [2] ; the solutions produced by the symbolic design model are only as valid as the modeling assumptions that are built into the model, making "reasonable and good" modeling assumptions essential for a valid solution [3] ; the adopted modeling formalism is fundamentally related to the kind of algorithms that the designer intends to use to solve the problem. Problem formulation and solution method selection co-evolve [1] .
Designers rely upon experience, subjective decision making, and trial and error to produce a final design optimization model that guarantees both the existence of a solution and the finding of an optimal solution through the application of optimization algorithms. Also, designers produce different formulations, given the same design requirements. The process of designing is also a process of discovery and invention, causing the redefinition of the problem along with the construction of the solution [4] .
Any learning algorithm assisting the designer in problem formulation would typically be characterized by its ability to learn characteristics of both the designed product and designing process, including both engineering design and representational domain knowledge. As the complexity of engineering design and products increases, computational systems provide support for tasks that were previously considered purely cognition-based human tasks. (Re)-formulation of design problems is one such task. Human designers typically become better at formulating and solving problems as their expertise in a design domain increases with experience. Previous design experiences become the basis of learning; learnt knowledge is applied to future problems, with human designers doing this over much lesser number of experiences as compared to a machine learning system [5] . Computational systems designed for supporting cognitive design tasks must also develop this capacity of learning, generalizing and applying design knowledge using fewer number of design cases as providing a large training database of design cases becomes impractical in real situations.
Aim
This paper presents a knowledge-lean learning and inference mechanism for unsupervised learning of semantic design concepts and relationships from purely syntactical examples of design formulation data in optimization. It models design optimization problem formulation as a statistical pattern extraction learning problem. Design formulation examples expressed in standard mathematical form, make up the training set. The learning mechanism operates on each sample individually; each sample is defined as one "design experience" for the system. A new experience becomes part of the existing training set. The system then acts as a "design formulation assistant" by extracting the learnt knowledge for new, but similar problems (problems from a common design domain, e.g. the design of hydraulic cylinders, or sharing a common mathematical form, e.g. linearly formulated design optimization problems). The assistance is provided in the form of the designer querying the system for advice. The designer can choose a class or family of optimization problems, define a new problem in this family and then query the system for formulation choices on variables, parameters, constraints and objectives. The algorithm operates as an incremental learning system such that, over time, the same query is able to return different and "richer" answers as the number of "design experiences" provided to the system increases.
The mechanism is based on employing the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm from linear algebra [6] [7] . Because the system operates only on syntactical design formulation training data with no other inbuilt knowledge, providing "faulty" data (wrongly or badly formulated examples) can cause the system to learn wrong concepts. However, it may be conjectured that because of the statistical nature of the algorithm, the mechanism should eventually even out "noisy" effects (results from wrongly formulated examples) if enough correctly formulated examples are provided.
The next section presents other related research approaches in the field of machine learning applied to design optimization formulation and reformulation, with comparisons to the method described in this paper.
Related prior work
Many recent approaches in design automation and optimization are based on combining artificial intelligence, machine learning and cognitive science approaches. Balachandran and Gero developed an expert system for rule-based problem formulation [8] . Mackenzie and Gero developed a tool that allows interaction between problem formulations and results [9] . But, in these, the knowledge is not persistent beyond the current design experience, and no new knowledge may be created that can influence future design tasks. Schwabacher et al. developed a decision-tree inductive learning based optimization tool, where characteristics of the designed product and the optimization process are learnt [10] . Ellman et al. developed a tool allowing the user to formulate, test, reformulate and visualize a tree of optimization strategies constructed by the user that may be applied onto test problems in order to identify relevant optimization strategies for particular design domains [11] . Nath and Gero developed a machine learning tool that acquires strategies as mappings between past design contexts and design decisions that led to useful results [2] . Campbell et al. developed an automated synthesis tool called A-Design. A multi-agent based system combines genetic algorithms, asynchronous teams and functional reasoning to get a team of agents with given roles to evolve conceptual design objects [12] . Moss et al. have further explored learning in such a system, wherein useful "chunks" of design knowledge are learnt and used in future design tasks [5] .
Most of the above approaches either require a high level of knowledge engineering (e.g. rules, heuristics, grammars, pre-designed inbuilt algorithms), or a large training database solved of design cases. In this research, we approach the problem from an altogether different perspective -statistical machine learning -inspired in part by research in the statistical natural language processing (SNLP) and digital image processing (DIP) domains. In both these domains, SVD (singular value decomposition) is used as a tool for pattern extraction and dimensionality reduction. In SNLP, SVD based Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13] reveals semantic patterns in textual data. In DIP, SVD [7] is used for identifying pattern redundancy in image data for compression of images. The main insight provided by these methods is that the syntax of representation (words, pixels) embeds the semantics of the knowledge being represented (contextual meaning -sentences, graphic objects), either latently or explicitly. SVD as a dimensionality reduction mechanism, applied in these diverse domains, reveals the hidden or explicit semantic patterns contained in the syntax. We develop a parallel approach, where we use SVD on symbolic-mathematical design formulation data to automate the extraction and learning of semantic design concepts.
Design optimization formulation is a knowledge-intensive task requiring expertise in many domains. To develop learning mechanisms that require high-levels of knowledge engineering or a large training database of cases can be impractical. The main feature of our method is that it is knowledgelean, and no data or knowledge beyond the mathematical syntax of a problem need be provided as input for learning. Instead of taking a knowledge-based approach, we develop a statistical machine learning based approach, and conceive the design formulation problem as a pattern extraction problem.
Cognitive-Computational characteristics of design optimization problem formulation
This section presents a discussion on the cognitive-computational characteristics of the problem, its modeling as a statistical pattern extraction problem, the mathematics of SVD, and how the method captures the cognitive-computational characteristics of the problem.
Knowledge representation
For this work, we assume that an optimization problem is formulated in its general canonical form by the designer:
Here, x is the vector of design variables and P is the vector of design parameters. Design or decision variables are what the designer can vary in the search for a solution. Parameters are kept fixed for a particular design model, symbolically or numerically. g is a vector of inequality constraints and h is a vector of equality constraints that the design must satisfy to be feasible. Both x and P belong to some subset X of the real space R n , where n defines the total number of dimensions in terms of the numbers of variables and parameters. The functions f are objectives to be minimized; for a single objective case, this becomes a single function f.
In general, there are many subjective decisions that the designer makes in formulating this model [1] . Examples are choices on which elements are to be decision (design) variables and parameters, whether the design constraints to be incorporated in the model are natural ones, described by the physics of the system, or pragmatic ones, guided by engineering and design guidelines and "rules of thumb", or ones that are imposed externally (manufacturing limitations, material availability, interdisciplinary constraints), which algorithm is chosen to solve the model, how formulation decisions change based on the choice of algorithm, any mathematical features in the problem (e.g. linearity) that require special formulations, and solution algorithms (e.g. linear programming) etc. As is evident, not only do the designers' personal experience based choices form the basis of this decision-making, many external factors beyond the direct control of the designer come into play as well. This makes the formulation problem a dynamic one. As the understanding of a problem grows after initial formulations, many reformulations are normally required to finally reach a design model that produces a satisfactory result. The mathematical model contains and represents, either implicitly or explicitly, many of these subjective decisions along with the characteristics of the object being modeled.
Cognitive hypothesis as basis of the learning and inference mechanism
Modeling design formulation and reformulation as a statistical pattern extraction problem is based on our hypothesis that the mathematical representation of optimization problems contains, in hidden and explicit ways, many semantic design concepts and relationships. Many of the choices available to the designer as discussed above are embedded in the syntactic structure of the formulation -the compact notation of mathematics. The syntax can be "expanded out" to reveal these embedded semantic relations.
Designers often formulate and reformulate problems because they discover hidden semantic or mathematical relationships between variables, parameters, objectives and constraints -ones that were not directly observable before, or new ones that appear as designing progresses. This helps them to redefine the design problem, re-representing it in a form that becomes easier to solve or captures new design semantics. The main insight is that the problem representation itself captures design semantics in a latent manner, i.e. the variables, parameters and constraints as design concepts occur in "context" of each other, capturing designer intentions and choices and the functional-behavioral-structural relationships of the design object being modeled.
There are close parallels between this hypothesis and work done using natural language processing applied to design. Dong and Agogino use information retrieval methods to explore construction of design representations from textual documentation [14] . Hill et al. apply the Latent Semantic Indexing method for document analysis to show how designers develop a "shared understanding" of a design object that is inherently captured in textual design documentation [15] . According to Moss et al. internal and external knowledge representation mechanisms and changes in them capture the structure and content of a domain, as well as internal cognitive processes [16] . In all these studies, the implicit assumption is that the textual-syntactic representation of a design captures not only the semantic concepts and choices the designer employs, but also the structural-behavioral-functional characteristics of the design object itself.
Since mathematics is a formal language, it has characteristics very different from natural language. The syntactic-semantic relationships are much more strict and precise with little of the ambiguity that characterizes natural language. However, it is the primary symbolic language employed by designers for constructing representations in design optimization [1] . It, therefore, seems reasonable to draw a parallel and hypothesize that the mathematical representation of a problem, implicitly or explicitly, captures the design object semantics as well as the semantic choices exercised by the designer in producing that representation. Changes in this representation as the optimization process passes through reformulations will reflect how the modeling of the design object changes, as well as how the designer changes his/ her choices and decisions on the design.
In addition to this hypothesis, another important observation from the cognitive viewpoint is that designers typically become better at solving problems based on their experiences [5] . Their performance improves with their experiences in solving problems in a particular domain. Each engineering and design domain tends to develop "favorites" and "best practices" -preferred formulations and preferred algorithms for solving these models. Over time, the discipline, as a whole, discovers what works well and what does not for a particular family of problems [1] [11] . What works is usually based on many factors -the design-based and mathematical characteristics of the problem being modeled, pragmatic engineering and design considerations, or, very often, a designers' developed understanding of a formulation or algorithm developing into a preferred choice.
From the cognition perspective, this provides two lessons for the design of a learning and inference mechanism: (a) Look for patterns of design semantics, concepts, relationships and decisions in the syntactical (mathematical-symbolic) structure of a design formulation, and (b) Base the design of a learning and inference mechanism on statistics, i.e. use examples of different types of formulations of the same problem to learn how these semantic "patterns" evolve for a particular family or class of problems.
Computational basis for the design of the learning and inference mechanism
We use the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm from linear algebra in order to perform semantic pattern extraction from syntactic examples of design formulation. SVD is an attractive choice because, mathematically, it manages to bring out many of the characteristics discussed in the above section in a relatively simple way. In general, SVD takes any general rectangular matrix A with m rows and n columns and decomposes it into a product of three matrices, A = USV T , where U (m X m) and V (n X n) are the orthogonal matrices with columns that are left and the right singular vectors and S (m X n) is a rectangular matrix with singular values on the diagonal that can be arranged to be non-negative and in order of decreasing magnitude. The number of singular values is r, where r is the rank of A. The implicit mathematical idea [6] is as follows. A is an m X n matrix, whose row space is r-dimensional and inside R n and whose column space is also r-dimensional and inside R m . For this decomposition, we have to choose orthonormal bases V = (v 1 , v 2 , … v r ) for the row space, and U = (u 1 , u 2 , … u r ) for the column space. Av i should be in the direction of u i , with s i providing the scaling factor, i.e. we want to choose v i and u i such that Av i = s i u i . In matrix form, this becomes AV = US or A = USV T . A is the linear transformation that carries orthonormal basis v i from space R n to orthonormal basis u i in space R m . The singular values expand or contract -scale the vectors that are being carried from one space to the other.
Any general matrix A where the rows stand for design concepts and elements (variables, parameters) and the columns stand for the "context" of the occurrence of these concepts and elements (mathematical functions) can be decomposed into independent principal components (columns of U and V) represented by a set of new, abstract variables that represent correlations between the variables of the original data set. SVD analysis on the matrix produces a distributed re-representation of the original data (that can be combined again to generate the original data perfectly), where the new abstract variables produced contain within themselves information with regard to all correlations between the original matrix entries. If one entry in the matrix is changed, then this is enough to produce changes in all of the components. The same decomposition can also be used to provide an approximation of the matrix A in a linear least squares sense. If in the decomposition A = USV T only the first k singular values are retained, a new matrix A is returned that is an approximation of the original matrix A. This approximation is a dimensionally reduced approximation of the original matrix A that preserves latent and explicit relationships between design elements and functions. SVD is, therefore, a method for producing distributed re-representations of original data, as well as a method for performing dimensionality reduction. This dimensionally reduced rerepresented data is queried by the designer by measuring the semantic "closeness" or "distance" between design concepts through cosine calculations. This information is useful for use with new problems. Doing this for different formulations of the same problem captures characteristics from different representations of similar classes of optimization problems.
Detailed methodology, demonstration and results on a hydraulic cylinder design problem

Representation
The data representation used draws an analogy with natural and formal languages. It assumes that variables and parameters are elements (symbols) that occur in and come together by rules (syntax) of mathematics to form functions as constraints and objectives (clauses). We take formal optimization problem statements and convert them into occurrence matrices that measure whether each element (variable, parameter) occurs in each function (objective, constraint). The rows of the matrix A represent design elements (variables and parameters), while the columns represent the syntactic "context" in which design elements occur (mathematical functions -objectives and constraints). Each entry A ij is a number specifying whether or not the particular variable or parameter i occurs in a particular constraint or objective j. This provides the raw data for each case on which SVD analysis is carried out. One such matrix is generated for each "design experience" or one example of a design formulation. The basis for this data matrix is that variables and parameters that share high semantic correlations will tend to co-occur together in the same objectives and constraints (for example, length l and breadth b will always co-occur in an area function a = l X b).
Data generation
Identify a particular design problem domain
The method developed is general and may be applied to any other problem domain, provided the design problem is stated as a formal optimization model. The design of hydraulic cylinders was chosen as a demonstration example primarily because it has been solved in various ways, allowing us to compare approaches. There is nothing special in this example that affects the results.
Select formal optimization models from books and journal papers
Although design optimization models have a general mathematical form, the specifics of the forms differ. The same problem may be modeled as a single or multi objective problem, with different sets of variables, parameters and constraint functions. We take example problems from various sources and use the authors' formal models to provide the basis for our data. Different symbolic models capture different design intentions. The learning and inference mechanism uses these as training experiences to make predictions on which sets of variables, parameters and functions have high (or low) semantic correlations. This information is helpful in formulating new problems. The new problems when formulated join the existing database, thereby enlarging the experience database with each example. Figure 1 shows an example problem formulation of the single objective hydraulic cylinder design problem [1] .
Fig. 1. The hydraulic cylinder design problem [1] and related occurrence matrix
Generate the variable-parameter-constraint-objective matrix
The variable-parameter by objective-constraint matrix A is comprised of m variables and parameters x 1 , x 2 , … x m occurring in n objectives and constraint functions y 1 , y 2 , … y n , where the entries A ij indicate whether or not a variable or parameter x i occurs in objective or constraint y j . Figure 1 shows the matrix generated for the example problem.
Singular Value Decomposition Analysis
Perform Singular Value Decomposition on the matrix
SVD is performed on the matrix A, producing a distributed rerepresentation of the data in terms of a new abstract space, the components of which space are independent of each other, but are created by mutual correlation information contained in the original data matrix. The underlying assumption is that patterns of high and low correlation between variables and parameters will emerge, as highly correlated variables have a tendency to appear together in some constraints and objectives, while negatively correlated variables have a tendency not to. Figure 2(a) shows the SVD decomposition for the data matrix shown in Figure 1 . 
Retain the first k important singular values and produce a dimensionally reduced truncated SVD
From this computed SVD, retain the first k important singular values and compute a truncated SVD, which is a least squares approximation of the original one. For the purposes of visualization and the relatively small dimensional sizes of the original problems used for demonstration in this paper, we fix k = 2 and 3, i.e. the first 2 or 3 singular values are used to compute a truncated matrix. For larger problems, one may experiment with more number of dimensions. Deciding the correct number of dimensions to retain for different families of problems is important. It can be answered through experimentation, though from a heuristic point of view the original problem size is a good indicator of the value of k. Generally, the smaller the problem size, the smaller the required k value, and the larger the problem size, the higher the value of the required k. Figure 2(b) shows the k-reduced approximation matrix for k = 2. Note how the original 0s and 1s have changed to higher or lower values -this is the main claim, that a reduced dimensionality re-representation will capture the hidden semantic patterns between design elements and functions, and that these patterns may not be directly observed from the original syntactic formulation.
Use this data to generate distributed graph representations:
It is helpful to use the k-reduced approximation (for k = 2 or 3) to visualize the patterns between the elements and functions. For higher k, the computational mechanism stays the same, although we cannot visualize it. For example, in the 2 dimensional case, the first column of is U multiplied by the first singular value and the second column of U multiplied by the second singular value to produce the x and y coordinates of the design elements (variables and parameters) in 2D space. Do the same with V for obtaining the x and y coordinates for visualizing the design functions (objectives and constraints) in the same 2D space. Plot this data as a 2D graph. For a 3D graph, retain the first 3 values for each. In this dimension reduction and feature extraction process, one obtains a distributed context sensitive representation of the all the original variables, parameters, objectives and constraint functions in a semantic lower dimensional space. This is used to retrieve data for new experiences, as this representation captures semantic patterns existing in the formal syntactic representation. Figure 3 shows the graph for the 2D case.
Querying the data for information retrieval
For new problems, use the old problem graphs to make new predictions. Each experience is stored as one SVD matrix and graph. The following queries are possible: 
Variable-variable or variable-parameter correlations and query retrieval:
This query extracts information on what other variables or parameters should one consider in formulating the problem, given that a variable x has been chosen by the designer. This query is answered calculating the cosine of the angle θ between the query variables and the U*S vectors. The closer the value of cos(θ) is to 1, the higher the semantic similarity between two variables or parameters. The closer the value of cos(θ) is to 0, the lower the semantic similarity between the two variables or parameters. A threshold value of cos(θ) may be decided upon, such that all variables and parameters having a cos(θ) value higher than this threshold measured with the query variable is returned as the answer of the query for the new problem. Setting the cosine threshold higher or lower will return fewer or more numbers of variables -this is purely a matter of trial and error and there is no set threshold that may be considered as a benchmark.
For example, in the hydraulic cylinder design example problem, setting the query variable as internal diameter i with a cosine threshold of 0.7 returns variable set {t, p, s} as other relevant variables. Figure 4 demonstrates this. 
Variable-function correlations and query retrieval:
A similar cosine similarity measurement is also possible between a variable and a constraint or objective function -i.e. if the designer is considering a particular variable or parameter, which constraints and objectives may be relevant in modeling? A similar cosine analysis, but now between the variable and constraints and variable and objective, will return the relevant constraints and objectives as answer to the query. Figure 4 shows the relevant function set returned by setting the query variable as i with the cosine threshold set to 0.7. It is evident from the results that the method returns even those variables and constraints as an answer that do not directly co-occur with the query variable in individual functions. For example, i co-occurs with p and s in the two equality constraints, but does not occur anywhere in the two pressure and stress inequality constraints (p -P <= 0 and s -S <= 0), but these two are still returned as relevant to variable i. This is an interesting result. The SVD method, because it captures all direct and indirect syntactic correlations in a distributed way, reveals even indirect, "hidden" relationships between variables that may or may not occur together in functions explicitly.
Design "cases", constraint activity and inactivity identification:
Consider solving this example problem using monotonicity analysis [1] . This method is well documented on this problem in not only [1] , but also other sources [17] . Monotonicity analysis is a problem-solving-byreformulation method, where constraint activity information is used to reformulate the problem to a simpler form. The method discovers design cases -sets of constraints that can be active or inactive, in order to reach upon simpler forms that may then be easily solved by traditional means (unconstrained optimization etc.). A significant charcateristic to note here is that this process of reformulation is actually similar to discovering previously unobserved "hidden" relationships between variables, parameters and constraints, that when made explicit, make solving the problem easier.
In the case of this example problem, there are 5 design variables, and 6 design constraints. The mathematical theorem for monotonicity analysis states that the number of non-redundant, active constraints cannot exceed the number of design variables for a consistent solution to be found, revealing that there will be design "cases". All the constraints cannot be active at the same time. There will be sets of active constraints, leading to different solution cases. Papalambros and Wilde develop a monotonicity analysis based solution procedure, identifying 3 design cases -stressbound, pressure-bound, and thickness-bound [1] . Their results show that for design variable i (internal diameter) either constraints (g3, (g2, h1)) or ((g4, h2), (g2, h1)) will be active, and for variable t (wall thickness) either constraints ((g4, h2), (g2, h1)) or (g1) will be conditionally critical. Figure  5 shows that the SVD analysis followed by cosine measurements shows similar conclusions by purely a syntactic analysis of design formulation. Observe that constraints (g2, h1) and (g4, h2) form distinct visual groups, with constraints g3 and g1 falling close to these two groups, a fact numerically confirmed by the cosine measurements.
Results over many design experiences
We applied the method on a family of hydraulic cylinder design problems. There are multiple ways in which the same problem has been formulated by different designers. For example, in [1] it is formulated as a single objective problem (Figure 1 ) while in [17] it is formulated as a multiobjective problem with conflicting objectives and a slightly different set of constraints and parameters. The SVD based algorithm was applied to these problems. The main conclusion to report is that the algorithm generalizes very quickly over a very few number of training examples. This is interesting because, in general, machine learning systems for design support require either a very high level of knowledge engineering, or they require a large database of training examples. This method requires only 2 to 3 training examples for it to generalize, while all further examples are "real" design experiences that either reinforce or change the learning gained from these first examples. For example, we used the querying techniques on these 2 experiences [1] [11], we found that the algorithm returns "correct" answers for query variables that exist in the first two examples (for example {t, p, s} for i using a cosine threshold of 0.7, with k = 2 or 3). Because the algorithm is based on pure statistical extraction of patterns, it does not discriminate between "wrongly formulated" and "correctly formulated" examples. However, it can be conjectured that over many numbers of design experiences, a statistical effect will ensure that the algorithm generalizes "correctly", assuming that most of the examples provided to the algorithm are "correct" from the design point of view. Specifically, we report the effects of changing two parameters in the algorithm, the size of the design problem with variances in formulation, and the number of dimensions k that are retained while performing the dimensionality reduction as compared to the number of "correct" answers the algorithm returns. The relevance or "correctness" of the answers returned by the queries was measured by observations on how each of the answers matches up with those provided by any other relevant and documented design solution method that actually solves the problem. For example, in the previous section we present a comparison of the answers returned by the queries from our method with the well-known and documented monotonicity analysis applied to the same problem. Since monotonicity analysis is mathematically proven and guaranteed to find the optimal solution in this case, and our results match those provided by the monotonicity analysis, it may be safely claimed that the answers returned by this algorithm are correct.
Effect of problem size
Keeping the number of dimensions k fixed, the algorithm pulls more variables, parameters, objectives and functions as the size of the problem increases. For example, the multi-objective version of the problem contains more number of variables and constraints than the singleobjective version. If we keep the number of dimensions fixed for both design experiences, the number of answers returned to the query variables in the multi-objective case is higher than in the single objective case. Figure 6 shows this result, as over two examples of the same problem with different formulations, we see that the algorithm manages to capture the variances in the formulations. The single objective formulation has an original matrix size of 9 X 7 ( Figure 1 ). The multi-objective formulation of the same problem has an original matrix size of 17 X 10 as the multiobjective problem has an increased number of variables, parameters and objective function and weight identifiers [17] . The algorithm returns a higher number of design concepts as answers in the multi-objective case. This is an interesting result as a designer wishing to formulate a new problem from the same family would be able to retrieve different answers to the same query using different examples from the database. They would be able to see how different designers have conceptually "grouped" variables and functions as semantically related to each other. For example, the multi-objective formulation of the problem also uses monotonicity analysis as the design solution method, but because of the differences in formulation, groupings of variables and functions in design "cases" appear different from the single objective formulation. The SVD method captures this, and our results show similar groupings of design cases as reported in the two original sources.
Effect of the number of retained dimensions
Increasing the number of dimensions k shows that the number of variables, parameters, objectives and functions returned reduces, until the final number of dimensions k becomes equal to the original matrix dimensions, when it returns exactly the same answers as directly available in the original problem formulation. A reduced dimensionality captures hidden design patterns in the problem statement. For different families of designs, experimentation on varied problem sizes will lead to the "correct" number of dimensions that give the best results. Heuristically, the size of the original problem is a good rough indicator of the best value for k. A small problem size indicates a low value of k and a larger problem sizes imply larger values. For example, in the cylinder design family, due to the relatively small size of the problem, the best dimensions came out to be 2 and 3. Comparing the two formulations, we can see in Figure 6 , that in fixing k = 2, the multi-objective version (larger problem size) returns more number of answers (8 or 9) as compared to the answers from the singleobjective version (4 or 5) . This is an indication that, sometimes, for very large problems, fixing k to very low values (say 2) can mean that the algorithm is unable to discriminate between finer pattern groups, and it would need more dimensions to bring out the patterns more clearly. Figure  7 shows that for the multi-objective formulation, the number of answers returned reduces (and becomes more relevant as "correct" answers) as we increase k from 2 to 3. Beyond k = 4, the performance deteriorates, and the answers returned are not semantically relevant. Again, the "correctness" of answers is measured by the match on results to a published method for solution to the same problem. In the multi-objective case, the documented method was [17] . In conclusion, the correct dimensionality is best left as a parameter that the user can tweak for various problem classes and sizes. The problem domain and the problem size affects the correct value of k. 
Discussion and conclusions
This paper presents the methodology for a learning and inference mechanism for design optimization problem formulation. The method is based on a statistical pattern extraction view of machine learning, where syntactic patterns of previous formulations are hypothesized to be the foundation for representing semantic design concepts, relationships and patterns. The main contribution of the method is in its ability to extract hidden and explicit design concepts, relationships and patterns expressed mathematically in the problem formulation, using a small number of training examples for a family of design problems. A possible contribution of the method lies in its potential application to large scale problems, where the design patterns to be extracted are not made apparent by simple human observation of the problem statement. We are currently in the process of applying and testing the method to large-scale problems, where the size of the problems is significantly larger in terms of the number of design variables, parameters and constraints, and the method is being used for symbolic problem model decomposition. It is a known fact that SVD calculation algorithms scale well. The main aim of the application to large scale problems is to test whether the method scales well for design optimization. The preliminary results appear promising and a full "design formulation assistance" system is being developed in MATLAB. With this tool, the designer will be able to state problems symbolically, define experiences and experience databases, and query the experience database for problem (re)-formulation advice.
